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Lungs can be imaged using several tomographic techniques. One of them is magnetic
resonance imaging (MR imaging, MRI), a technique that does not use ionizing radiation. In
case of the lungs, obtaining good quality MRI is not an easy task. Lungs contain a lot of air,
which makes them nearly invisible in MR image – they look like “black holes”, with visible
brighter veins (but it depends on used MR sequence). Those images visualize anatomical
structure of the lungs. MR images can also visualize organ functions or their biological
activity. Such imaging is called fMRI – functional MRI. Lung fMRI covers perfusion imaging
(flow of blood at capillary level), ventilation imaging (aeration of the lungs), and sometimes
imaging of diaphragm, mediastinum or lesions movement [1].
Perfusion and ventilation lung imaging is important, as this is useful in diagnosis of lung
diseases and can help precisely locate lesions inside the lungs. Using MRI, functional images
can be obtained with contrast-enhanced or non-contrast-enhanced imaging methods. Contrastenhanced methods use contrast agents that modify magnetic properties of tissues, enabling
differentiation of them in the image. In case of perfusion images, contrast agent is injected
intravenously [2]. Contrast-enhanced ventilation images are created during inhalation of
previously prepared gas that fills the lungs. Unfortunately, intravenous injection of contrast
agent may cause acute allergic reaction, which is a limitation of this method. Gases used for
ventilation imaging, like
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Xe or 3He isotopes, are specially prepared with process called

'hyperpolarization' that strengthens the MR signal [3]. Preparing hyperpolarized tracers needs
special equipment which causes that non-contrast-enhanced ventilation imaging is available in
limited number of research centers. If equipment for preparing the gas is not available, it has
to be delivered from the outside which increases the costs [4].
All above limitations increase role of non-contrast-enhanced functional lung imaging. In
case of lung perfusion, there are available few imaging methods. The most known are TOF
(Time of Flight) and ASL (Arterial Spin Labeling) [5, 6]. They use blood flow to modify MR
signal which enables visualization of blood in the MR image. Unfortunately, TOF method is
time-consuming [7], and ASL of the lungs produces low spatial resolution perfusion images,
which are limitations [8]. For ventilation imaging, there are a few methods of non-contrastenhanced imaging. All of them use the same physical properties of the lungs (it will be
presented in more details in the next section).
Recently, a novel functional lung imaging method has been presented – FD MRI (Fourier
Decomposition MRI) [9]. It computes both perfusion and ventilation images from MR image
sequence. Respiration increases and decreases lung volume, which changes its proton density.
Lung proton density fluctuations directly affect MR signal from the lungs according to the
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respiratory rate. Those signal changes are separated using discrete filters defined in frequency
domain. Energy of MR signal changes centered around respiratory frequency is visualized as
a ventilation map. In FD MRI, perfusion-related MR signal is created by rapid blood flow in
veins, and fluctuates according to the heart rate. Similarly to the ventilation map, perfusion
map visualizes energy of blood flow-related signal changes centered around heart rate
frequency. Model of perfusion signal consists of two harmonics. Relatively big heart rate
frequency (typical value for healthy subjects is 60-100 heart beats/min) implies usage of fast
b-SSFP (balanced Steady- State Free Precession) MR sequence to perform fast images
acquisition. However, due to technical reasons, MR images are acquired with frequency of
3,33 Hz. This means that aliasing of second cardiac harmonic of perfusion MR signal is
possible, and may create artifacts in the ventilation map.
FD MRI method is able to separate ventilation and perfusion components related to only
one respiratory and heart rate frequency, respectively. This limitation was resolved in
WA MRI method (Wavelet Analysis MRI) [10], which is extension of FD MRI. WA MRI uses
wavelet transform to decompose MR signal on cardiac and respiratory components. However,
due to lowpass character of ventilation filter, WA MRI does not reduce impact of cardiac
components on ventilation map.
FD MRI was compared with other methods that are used for ventilation/perfusion imaging
– SPECT/CT lung ventilation (it uses hybrid Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography/Computed Tomography) [11], and DCE for perfusion imaging (Dynamic
Contrast Enhanced – method that uses intravenous contrast agent injection for veins
visualization) [12]. FD MRI has still lower quality of perfusion images than those obtained
with DCE. For FD MRI, 10% of perfusion images and 30% of ventilation images have nondiagnostic quality. The root cause of artifacts in FD MRI method is non-stationarity of
respiratory and cardiac cycles, because FD MRI cannot handle multiple frequencies of those
cycles in functional map creation process [13].
The goal of PhD dissertation is to create perfusion and ventilation images by filtering MR
image sequence, and the thesis is as follows:
It is possible to reduce perfusion information in ventilation map using discrete
ventilation filter that attenuates cardiac components moved into ventilation passband
due to aliasing.
To achieve the scientific goal, and to prove the thesis, author proposed and implemented
subject-adaptive algorithm for computing transmittance of ventilation and perfusion filters.
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Moreover, a measure to assess separation of cardiac and ventilation components in functional
maps was proposed.
Proposed method of computing lung functional images is modification of the FD MRI
method in terms of ventilation and perfusion filters, and computing pixel values of functional
images [14]. Filters pass only spectra components related to perfusion/ventilation, most
commonly occurring in “lung signals” formed pixelwise in a timeline from brightness of MR
images from the sequence, for given location. To form lung signals correctly, MR images
from sequences were registered to compensate lungs motion. Fluctuations of respiratory and
cardiac cycles are handled using short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Computed with STFT
spectra of lung signal fragments are checked for similarity to theoretical perfusion and
ventilation components, respectively. Similarity check is based on comparison of signal
harmonics amplitude ratio to the ratio computed for theoretical lung signal components.
Outliers (spectra of lung signal fragments that are neither similar to cardiac component nor
ventilation component) are neglected from processing. They are found by thresholding
amplitude of first harmonic of lung signal components – signal fragments whose
perfusion/ventilation components have too low amplitude are neglected. Rest of them form a
histogram of frequency value of first cardiac and respiratory harmonic, respectively. Most
commonly

occurring

frequencies

in

the

histogram

create

a

passband
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ventilation/perfusion filter. In the dissertation, filter that passband is formed from 90% of
most commonly occurring ventilation/perfusion discrete frequencies was called a basic
ventilation/perfusion filter. Similarly, functional images created with basic filters were called
basic ventilation/perfusion images.
To assess how well the cardiac and ventilation components are separated, a mutual
information computed between functional maps was proposed as a measure of that separation.
A measure to assess separation of lung signal components has not been published so far. In
author's opinion such measure is important, especially for FD MRI-like methods where
aliasing of cardiac components into ventilation map is possible. It was computed that mutual
information between perfusion and ventilation maps is lower when ventilation maps contain
less amount of cardiac components. Results are in accordance with presented in the
dissertation properties of the proposed measure.
Ventilation maps for all subjects were created with basic ventilation filters, lowpass filters
(simulation of WA MRI method to show that ventilation maps created with this method may
contain cardiac component due to aliasing), and with filters that pass two and one most
commonly occurring ventilation components. Perfusion maps were created only with basic
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perfusion filters. It was showed that narrowing the ventilation filter passband reduces cardiac
information visible in ventilation maps (for subjects with observed cardiac components in
ventilation maps). Passband of basic filters consists of a few (4 – 5) discrete frequencies for
subjects whose respiratory and heart cycles change, and only one discrete frequency for
subjects with stationary respiratory and heart cycles.
To sum up, in the dissertation a method for computing perfusion and ventilation map was
presented. The intrinsic fluctuations of respiratory and cardiac cycles are handled with STFT,
which is visible in filters transmittance. It was showed, that lowpass ventilation filter (like in
WA MRI method) passes to many spectra components, and thus cannot efficiently reduce
cardiac information from ventilation maps. Using presented algorithm for computing filters
transmittance, author created subject-adapted filters that allowed to reduce cardiac
components from ventilation maps. Quantitative assessment of cardiac/respiratory
components separation allows to select those filters, for which cardiac components in
ventilation maps are most attenuated. Taking it into account, the scientific goal of PhD thesis
was achieved, and the thesis was proved.
Proposed method was verified on data obtained from five healthy subjects. It is expected
that for subjects with diseased lungs the method will give proper results. This assumption,
important from medical point of view requires additional research.
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